We numerically demonstrate an ultra-wideband terahertz absorber using dielectric circular truncated cones on a non-structured graphene layer supported by a dielectric spacer on a metal reflector in the bottom. The absorber has an ultra-wideband absorption bandwidth from 0.34 to more than 10 THz with an average absorbance of 95.88% and a relative bandwidth of 186% because of the continuous multimode Fabry-Perot (FP) resonances. The absorber also possesses excellent absorption characteristics with polarization independence under normal incidence and angular stability up to 60°. The proposed ultrawideband absorber may have promising applications in terahertz trapping, imaging, and detecting.
Introduction
Terahertz technology has attracted extensive attention in recent years [1] . As one of the key devices in terahertz region, terahertz absorbers have great applications in terahertz imaging, thermal detectors, and communication [2] - [5] . Recently, various terahertz absorbers with different structures including electric ring resonators (ERRs) [6] , [7] , patterned graphene absorbers [8] - [13] , and all dielectric absorbers [14] , [15] have been investigated. However, most of these absorbers are operating in a single-band, dual-band, or multi-band with limited absorption bandwidth.
In order to increase the terahertz absorption bandwidth, multi-resonator and multi-layer structures have been designed by introducing more resonances in the absorbers [11] - [13] , [16] - [22] . For example, Ye et al. demonstrated a hybrid-patterned graphene metasurface based broadband absorber with a 90% absorbance bandwidth from 1.38 to 3.4 THz and a corresponding relative bandwidth of 84.5% [13] . Xu et al. proposed an ultra-broadband absorber based on multilayer-graphene with an absorption band ranging from 3 to 7.8 THz and a relative bandwidth of 89% [16] . Kenney et al. proposed a fractal crosses supercell structured THz absorber with an average absorbance of 80% from 2.82 to 5.15 THz and a relative bandwidth of 58% [17] . However, such broadband absorbers with multi-layer and multi-resonator structures still suffer from some drawbacks such as the increased fabrication complexity, multi-graphene gating problem, complicate super unit cell structure. To simplify the structure, Yang et al. proposed a simple absorber based on non-structured graphene and elliptic dielectric cylinders showing the 90% absorbance bandwidth ranging from 1.57 to 3.07 THz and a relative bandwidth of 65% [18] . It is clear that the relative bandwidths of most recently designed broadband absorbers are still very limited, usually less than 100%. How to achieve a high-performance terahertz absorber with ultra-wideband absorption and simple structure simultaneously is of great significance in various promising terahertz applications.
In this paper, we propose a novel ultra-wideband terahertz absorber based on dielectric circular truncated cones on a non-structured graphene layer supported by a dielectric spacer on a metal reflector in the bottom. To demonstrate the characteristics of the proposed ultra-wideband absorber, the absorbance spectra, electric field distributions, polarization dependence, and angular stability are investigated and discussed. The simulation results reveal that the proposed absorber can absorb the incident terahertz waves ranging from 0.34 to 10 THz with an average absorbance of 95.88%. The relative terahertz absorption bandwidth is over 186%, which to the best of our knowledge is the highest value compared to the recently reported broadband absorbers. The ultra-wideband absorption characteristic of the proposed absorber is mainly attributed to the continuous multimode FP resonances, which is fundamentally different from the localized surface plasmon resonance of the patterned graphene in the reported broadband graphene absorbers [8] - [13] .
Absorber Structure
As shown in Fig. 1 , the schematic of ultra-wideband absorber unit cell is composed of a multilayer structure consisting of a silicon (Si) right circular truncated cone, a continuous single-layer graphene, a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) spacer, and a gold (Au) reflector from top to the bottom. The thicknesses of gold, PDMS, and Si layers are set as t m = 1 μm, t p = 25 μm and t s = 110 μm, respectively. The period of the unit cell p = 170 μm in both x and y directions, the Si circular truncated cone with a top radius r 1 = 45 μm and a bottom radius r 2 = 84 μm. Based on the experimentally measured data in [23] , we set the dielectric constants of Si as ε 1 = 11.65 and tan δ 1 = 0.174, and that of PDMS as ε 2 = 1.72 and tan δ 2 = 0.15 in our simulation. The gold is modeled as a dispersive medium using the Drude model [24] ,
7.25 × 10 4 cm −1 is the plasma frequency, and ω γ = 1.45 × 10 2 cm −1 , respectively. In the terahertz region, the graphene can be modeled as a 2D surface conductivity (σ g ) layer by the Kubo formula [25] - [27] . In the finite element method based numerical simulation, two Floquet ports are employed to model the incident and output polarized waves in z-direction of the proposed unit cell with the periodic boundaries in both x and y directions. The absorbance (A) of the absorber is obtained by 
Results and Discussion
We first demonstrate the terahertz absorption properties for the TE and TM polarizations of the proposed ultra-wideband absorber under normal incidence. We set the initial graphene relaxation time and Fermi level as τ = 0.1 ps and μ c = 0.7 eV, respectively. The absorbance A, reflection R, and transmission T of the absorber are shown in Fig. 2(a) . Obviously, because of the axisymmetric structure, the absorbance spectra for both polarizations of the proposed absorber are completely coincident, showing excellent polarization-insensitivity. It is found that the absorber has an average absorbance of 95.88% in an ultra-wideband between 0.34 to 10 THz. The corresponding relative bandwidth (the absolute bandwidth over the central absorption frequency) of this absorber is 186.8%. And the high absorbance characteristics can maintain to even higher frequency up to 15 THz, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a) . Fig. 2(b) shows the extracted normalized effective impedance (Z ) of the absorber using the effective medium theory [28] . The results indicate that the real part Re(Z ) is around 1 (red solid curve) and the imaginary part Im (Z ) is around 0 (red dashed curve) in the absorbance frequency band ranging from 0.34 to 10 THz, implying that the impedance of the absorber nearly matches the free space. Therefore, the proposed absorber can achieve ultra-wideband high absorbance. Here, we introduce the interference theory to interpret the absorption phenomenon [29] . In the interference model, we decoupled the absorber into two tuned interfaces, the top of Si circular truncated cones and the gold reflector. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the gold reflection coefficient of gold is −1 and the total reflection of the absorber is calculated byr =r 12 the absorbance spectrum of the proposed absorber using A (w ) = 1 − |r (ω)| 2 as shown in Fig. 3(c) , which is in good agreement with simulation result.
To further study the mechanism of the ultra-wideband terahertz absorption of the absorber, we investigate the electric field distributions of the absorber at 12 different frequencies from 0.1 to 10 THz under normal TE polarized terahertz incidence. In this absorber design, graphene is considered as a partial reflector with damping. The Fabry-Pérot cavity of the proposed absorber is formed between the top of the Si circular truncated cones and the gold reflector at the bottom, which determines the terahertz absorption performance. Fig. 4 shows the side-views of the electric field distributions on x-z plane. It is obvious that stronger Fabry-Perot (FP) resonances are observed at different frequencies with a high absorption more than 90% ranging from 1 to 10 THz, while much smaller electric field distribution is observed at 0.2 THz with the corresponding absorbance of 29% and extremely weak electric field distribution is observed at 0.1 THz with the corresponding absorbance of 5%. Figs. 4(c)-(l) clearly show that the electric field patterns are related to the different orders (or absorption frequency) of the FP resonances in the Si circular truncated cone. For example, it is the first order FP resonance at 1 THz, the second order FP resonance at 2 THz, and the order of FP resonance increases with the frequency increasing from 1 to 10 THz. The ultra-wideband absorption characteristic of the proposed absorber is attributed to the continuous multimode FP resonances.
In this absorber design, the total dielectric spacer thickness of the FP cavity plays a major role in determining the lowest absorbance frequency and bandwidth of the absorber. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show the absorbance spectra of the proposed absorber with different dielectric spacer thickness (Si layer t s and PDMS layer t p ) for both TE and TM polarizations under normal incidence, where (a) focused on 0-10 THz and (b) focused on 0-1.5 THz. It is clear that the lowest absorbance frequency decreases and the bandwidth increases as the total dielectric spacer thickness increases. Furthermore, the dependence of the absorbance spectra on the angle of incidence of the proposed absorber under TE and TM polarizations is studied. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , we observe that the average absorbance maintains over 90% with only small ripples in the absorption band under a wide angle of incidence ranging from 0°to 60°for TE polarization, while the absorbance significantly decreases to lower than 70% when the incident angle is larger than 75°. Fig. 5(d) shows that the absorbance spectra for the TM polarization are also insensitive to the incident angle up to 60°in the whole frequency band and has a drastic decline as the incident angle increase to 75°. Therefore, the proposed absorber exhibits excellent angular stability for both polarizations even at a large angle of 60°, which is very promising for various terahertz application scenarios.
In addition, we study the effects of graphene on the absorbance of the proposed terahertz absorber. The absorbance spectra of the absorber with and without graphene are compared in Fig. 6(a) . We find that the 90% absorption bandwidth of the proposed absorber with graphene is wider than that of the absorber without graphene. By introducing the graphene layer in the absorber design, the low-frequency end of the 90% absorbance is greatly extended from 0.88 to 0.33 THz. We calculated the average absorbance of the absorber with or without graphene between 0.9 and 10 THz. We also find that the average absorbance of the absorber with graphene is 97.42%, which is slightly higher than the average absorbance of 97.21% for the absorber without graphene sheet. Fig. 6(b) shows the absorbance spectra as a function of the graphene Fermi level ranging from 0 to 0.7 eV. It is found that the absorbance is enhanced as the Fermi level increases, especially at the frequency region below 0.9 THz. Therefore, the graphene plays a key role in enhancing the absorber's absorbance in the low-frequency region below 0.9 THz.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated a high-performance ultra-wideband terahertz absorber based on the dielectric circular truncated cones and a single-layer graphene. The absorber has an ultra-wideband absorption from 0.34 to more than 10 THz with a high average absorbance of 95.88% and a fractional bandwidth of 186%. The ultra-wideband absorption is attributed to the continuous multimode FP resonance in the dielectric truncated cones. The results show that the absorber has absolute independence of polarizations under normal incidence due to the symmetric structure and excellent angular stability with average absorbance of 90% up to 60°for both TE and TM-polarization incident terahertz waves. The proposed absorber with both simple configuration and excellent ultra-wideband high absorbance may have extensive applications in terahertz trapping, imaging, and detecting.
